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Abstract. The reuse of Open Source Software components available on the
Internet is playing a major role in the development of Component Based
Software Systems. Nevertheless, the special nature of the OSS marketplace
has taken the “classical” concept of software reuse based on centralized
repositories to a completely different arena based on massive reuse over
Internet. In this paper we provide an overview of the actual state of the OSS
marketplace, and report preliminary findings about how companies interact
with this marketplace to reuse OSS components. Such data was gathered from
interviews in software companies in Spain and Norway. Based on these results
we identify some challenges aimed to improve the industrial reuse of OSS
components.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) is considered the
standard way of developing software systems [3]. The main motivation behind this is
reusability as “reusing components avoid reinventing the wheel”. This allows
companies a faster technology adoption and innovation whilst reducing costs and
time-to-market [18]. In particular, the existence of the Open Source Software (OSS)
marketplace, consisting of tens of thousands of OSS components which are
developed and freely available over the Internet, has greatly influenced the software
reuse practices and the overall economy behind [8, 11].
In this huge diversity, one of the most influential activities in CBSD is the selection of components [7, 26]. Successful reuse of OSS components highly depends
on being able to navigate in the OSS marketplace to identify and evaluate which
component(s) may (best) fit the requirements [25]. In the industrial practice, the
selection of OSS components is considered a highly risky activity as companies are
confronted with incredibly large amounts of diverse, partial, and ephemeral,
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information about OSS components. This information could be tacit and it is not
always trustable. Therefore, it is not easy for companies to fully exploit the benefits
of reusing OSS components [18].
To support the industry in this crucial task, we need to understand the industrial
needs for selecting components and the state of the OSS marketplace as the place
where components are found. To do so, we investigated: (1) the elements that
constitute the OSS marketplace, and the current state of such infrastructure from the
point of view of industrial reusers. (2) How reusers interact with the OSS marketplace to select OSS components. First, we assessed a variety of Internet resources
and identified their main characteristics and utility. Second, we performed semistructured interviews in companies in Spain and Norway. Based on these
investigations we identify challenges aimed to improve the industrial reuse of OSS
components.

2

State-of-the-Art

Systematic software reuse is an engineering strategy proposed to increase
productivity and software quality, and lead to economic benefits [9]. It is based on
the premise that for reuse to be effective, a proper infrastructure enabling reusers to
find and understand the components that best fit their needs should exist [21]. Although systematic software reuse has been an active research area for more than a
decade [9], the special nature of OSS has taken the original concept of systematic
reuse based on centralized repositories into a completely different arena based on
massive reuse over Internet. Therefore, the need of new approaches for effectively
finding and understanding components has been widely recognized [2, 9].
Although research and practitioners have proposed a diverse set of methods and
evaluation guidelines for supporting components selection (e.g., [16, 17, 19]), these
proposals have not been widely adopted in the industrial practice [15]. The literature
presents various possible explanations for this: that the proposed methods are failing
to deal with identification of components and information for evaluating them [4, 6],
and that it is impractical to perform complete evaluations in terms of time and cost
[12].
The Internet as the infrastructure of the OSS marketplace constitute as we see an
important part of both identification and evaluation of OSS components [25].
However, we know little about this OSS marketplace and how practitioners search,
evaluate and choose components from this marketplace.
In order to envisage effective solutions for enabling successful reuse of OSS
components, further empirical studies are needed to better understand how researchers may contribute to developing the marketplace and improving how reusers
select OSS components. The work presented in this paper is trying to contribute to
this fact.
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Elements of the OSS Marketplace

The OSS reuse environment greatly differs to the “classical” reuse environment
based on centralized repositories [21]. In this section, we describe the high-level
elements that constitute the OSS marketplace in order to understand the new required
needs for improving OSS components reusability.
Although the word marketplace may have different connotations [5, 14, 24], in
the context of this paper, as OSS marketplace we refer to the self-organizing virtual
place on the Internet that includes the exchange interactions between reusers and
providers of OSS components as well as the actions of other actors that facilitate or
promote such transactions.
The OSS marketplace implies diverse elements, relationships and interactions
over internet: Providers offer OSS components through their own websites. Reusers
use a search mechanism or Intermediary services to find and select components,
whilst Promoters foster the OSS movement.
Although it is not our intention to further describe the marketplace interactions, as
it implies a broad line of research, we briefly describe its main elements and provide
some examples of the actors that actually cover these elements.
• Reuser: Refers to developers that search in the marketplace for components that
may cover certain functionality. Such component(s) are intended to be integrated
in a software system. The work described in this paper focus on the problems
reusers face in their OSS selection practices.
• Provider: Refers to OSS communities or companies which develop and release
OSS components. Currently there are thousands of OSS communities and
therefore thousands of potential component providers. Examples are moodle.org,
linux.org, eclipse.org, FreMed.org, Openmrs.org etc.
• Search Mechanism: Refers to the mechanism that allows navigation through the
marketplace. General-purpose tools to navigate through the Internet as Google
exist. But some specialized tools as Google Code Search or Kooders have been
designed for indexing various open source repositories and to allow more
focused component searches on the web.
• Promoter: Refers to individuals and organizations which main aim is to foster
the OSS movement. Examples are the Open Source Technology Group (OSTG),
Free Software Foundation (FSF), Apache Foundation, and personal blogs with
useful resources. Practical research efforts from academia and/or industry can be
also found, an example is the CeBASE repository that provides a "lessons
learned" database.
• Intermediary: Refers to profit or non-profit organizations or individuals that
index and/or distribute OSS components or other related products and services.
Examples are companies selling support around certain components or domains
as Forrester or Gartner; and General-oriented or Domain specific portals as
SourceForge or TheServerSide respectively.
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4 The Study
The aim of the study is to establish an empirical foundation of the challenges of the
OSS marketplace when dealing with the needs of industrial Reusers. The study
consisted of two parts: a) investigation of the actual state of the marketplace, b)
investigation of how Reusers interact with the OSS marketplace to select OSS
components.
4.1

Investigation of the OSS Marketplace

To better understand the state of the marketplace and the kind of resources it offers
for supporting components selection, we further assessed more than 60 related sites
and search mechanisms on the Internet. The elements of the marketplace introduced
in Section 3 were identified throughout this analysis. The studied sites were
identified from the answers of the respondents of the study described in Section 4.2,
previous studies e.g. [10, 13, 15], research team’s experience, and web investigation.
Of course, we do not claim that we have reviewed all existing portals or search tools
of the marketplace, indeed by the nature of the marketplace it is not realistic to think
that this can be done. However, we think that the ones we have assessed are
representative of the marketplace elements and their actual offerings. The focus of
the assessment was on the factors affecting the selection of OSS components. This
set of resources was analyzed between March and November 2008. Main results are
briefly summarized in the context of Section 5.
4.2

Investigation of Reusers Interaction with the Marketplace

We performed an explorative study in Small and Medium Enterprises (SME). The
study consisted of semi-structured interviews with people involved in CBSD using
OSS components (i.e., Reusers). We asked about how they identify and evaluate
OSS components, which resources they use and the problems they face with such
resources.
With a basis in earlier studies e.g. [10, 13, 15], we developed and tested an
interview guide. It focuses on the experience of industrial Reusers with a finished
project in which one or more OSS components were used. The interview guide
contained one part each about identification and evaluation, the use of internet and
social resources in OSS selection, and finally demographic information. The interviews were performed in 5 companies from Spain (ES1-ES5) and 3 from Norway
(NO1-NO3). See Table 1 for an overview of the respondents, their companies and
the projects. We considered having data from different countries valuable to
strengthen the external validity of the results.
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Table 1. Some details of the study
Id

Company Scope

No.
Employees

Project

Experience
with CBSD

ES1

Web monitoring SW

10

Web-statistics, Ruby,
1 person/month, part of
larger system

2 years,
MSc

ES2

HW sales, add-on SW
development

150-200

CMS/e-commerce, PHP,
4 person/months

6 years,
MSc

ES3

SW development/
consultancy

4

Web application, Java,
8 person/months

10 years,
MSc

ES4

Organizational IT
department

15

Web application, PHP
24 person/month

8 years,
MSc

ES5

SW development/
consultancy

70-100

e-Business application
10 person/month

11 years,
MSc

NO1

SW development/
consultancy

20

Web search, Java, 2
person/months, part of
larger system

11 years,
MSc

NO2

SW development/
consultancy

200

Web application, Java, 6
person/years

4 years,
MSc

NO3

SW house

12

Linguistic SW, .Net, 10
person/years

7 years,
BSc

Each interview took around one hour, and was performed face to face by one or
two researcher in the native language of the interviewees (Spanish or Norwegian).
To establish the interviews’ context and limitations, we began each interview by
stating our motivation. We rigorously avoided suggesting any Internet resources
during the interviews. Moreover, in cases when the interviewee did not remember
the URL or location of a specific resource, they were asked to send us such
information by e-mail. The resources mentioned by the interviewees were evaluated
as described in Section 4.1. The semi-structured nature of the interview, allows to
further inquiry in relevant areas and to get useful qualitative data. Each interview
was recorded and transcribed. To perform the data analysis, the research team
listened through the recorded interviews or read through the transcriptions. Then, as
all authors speak English, we were able to analyze and discuss the obtained data in
several meetings.
The following section relates the results obtained from these studies.
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Resources Used to Select OSS Components in the Industry

In this section, we report our assessment of the existing resources in the market-place
and how the interviewees used these resources to select OSS components.
Scenarios are used to describe our findings, followed by discussions of some of
the problems the Reusers face when using resources in the marketplace.
It is important to remark that the objective of the scenarios is to show how
Reusers used existing resources and not to explain the process they follow in detail.
The scenarios may therefore be overlapping.
5.1

Searching

The search process departs from the need to find a component that may cover certain
functionality in the final system. Further assessment of components is per-formed in
the context of the subsequent evaluation and decision activities.
5.1.1 Existing Resources for Performing OSS Searching
To enable navigation throughout the OSS marketplace, some Search mechanisms
and a variety of portals issued by Promoters and/or Intermediaries exist (see Section
3). One of the main goals of these portals is to offer categorizations aimed to guide
their users to find information, services and components themselves. From our
assessment of several of these portals, we observed that understanding and use of the
portal content is not an easy task, especially if the domain is absolutely un-known.
Furthermore, according to their topics, these portals range from general-oriented
as SourceForge to domain-specific portals. Domains can be understood at different
levels. For instance, domain technologies as presented in TheServerSide which is
related to the Java technology or more specific ones as the health care domain as
Openmrs.org. On the other hand, the collaborative and “open source” philosophy has
also enabled the formation and explosion of open and collaborative portals. These
are aimed to discuss and exchange experiences around specific domains. Examples
are CMSMatrix and WikiMatrix in the content management system and wiki
management system domains respectively.
To describe how interviewees used these resources, we identify three different
situations described in terms of the following scenarios.
5.1.2 Scenario S1 – No Search is Required
Reusers are aware of a component that may fit the functionality they are looking for,
or someone (a colleague or member of the project team) has used and recommended
the components. As one developers said “if someone has experience [with a
component] we normally select this one” (ES2). Reusers do in other words quite
often select components based on previous experience, even without looking for
other candidates.
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5.1.2.1 Problems Related to Scenario S1
Although no problems with the use of resources were found in the context of this
scenario (i.e., it does not imply any search), it highlights the influence previous
experiences have on the outcome of the whole selection process.
5.1.3 Scenario S2 – Regular Monitoring of the Marketplace
Experienced Reusers tend to be familiar with the domains they work with, and they
typically monitor the marketplace to inform themselves of technologies and trends
(even before they have a specific need). As a result, the component searching process
is influenced by this familiarity, and it turns out to be a gradual process rather than a
momentarily one.
In this context, when Reusers are looking for components, they review the portals
they already know to see what components are being used by the community. “We
know or have bookmarks of several portals we usually review to be aware of the
components and technologies that are being used by the community. In particular,
the most representative portal for our work is TheServerSide” (ES3). Portals are
however not the only kind of resources used in this monitoring and Reusers benefit
from a range of information sources. One respondent said that they read “different
private blogs where one basically picks up trends” (NO2), another preferred
information from printed source. “We buy a lot of magazines and typically O’Really
Books” (NO3).
In addition, Reusers will tend to come back to the ones he knows and trust.
“There are a lot of portals about OSS and technologies, but I tend to use the ones I
usually follow and trust” (ES3). Reading a variety of news sites and portals could be
time consuming and one respondent said that “I am more depending on the RSS
feeds which I subscribe to. I do not actively read as much on the page [as before]”
(NO1).
5.1.3.1 Problems Related to Scenario S2
Reusers mentioned to be concerned about trust and contradictory information.
“Sometimes it is difficult to formulate an opinion from information contained in
internet because some of the opinions are extremely contradictory, so it is not easy to
decide if a component could be a candidate” (ES2).
In general, Reusers considered that having more comprehensive search
functionality and more flexible classification systems in portals could be valuable.
Since search was used a lot it could simplify the identification of components.
5.1.4 Scenario S3 – Open Search
When Reusers do not have strong experience in a domain, they usually do not know
where to find components that may cover the functionality they are looking for. In
these cases, they mostly mentioned to use general search engines (Google was
mentioned the most). “When we do not have a clear idea of the kind of components
that may cover the functionality we are looking for, we directly go to Google” (ES2).
From our assessment of the marketplace we observed that some specialized
search engines as Google Code Search or Koders exist, but none of the interviewees
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mentioned to use them. “No, we do not know any specialized tool to find
components, we always use Google” (ES1).
Regarding the use of intermediary portals hosting hundreds of OSS components, a
reuser said “I know SourceForge, but in portals like this it is really difficult to
navigate and find relevant components. It is better to find components in a
specialized portal (i.e., domain-specific) and then go to SourceForge for down-load
it” (ES1)
5.1.4.1 Problems Related to Scenario S3
Reusers recognize that using general search engines as Google, the number of
returned hits is frequently large and many of these hits are irrelevant. “We know we
will have a lot of irrelevant hits but anyway it is easier to arrive to the component
and its community by Google” (ES5). In addition, the accuracy of the search relies
heavily on how well they are able to identify the exact terms to describe the
functionality “It is more than anything Google search tactics” (ES1).
5.2

Evaluation and Decision

The evaluation and decision process implies the investigation of the features of the
candidate components in order to choose the one(s) that (best) fit the system
requirements.
5.2.1 Existing Resources for Performing OSS Evaluation and Decision
Our assessment of the existing resources to perform such tasks leads us to confirm
that each existing portal describes components following its own classification and
description model. There are in other words no standard for describing components.
Thus, very different kinds of information are included: from technical
documentation, newsletters, and articles to information coming from social
collaborative features, as wikis, chats, blogs, and forums.
The following scenarios describe how Reusers use existing resources when they
come to perform the component evaluation and decision activities.
5.2.2 Scenario E1 – Experience-Based Evaluation
Reusers usually do not have enough time to evaluate components as much as they
would like. As a result, they tend to use components they already know. “We usually
cannot evaluate a component as much as we would like because it requires time we
usually do not have, so we tend to use only components we know or some colleagues
have recommended” (ES4).
In some cases they did not even considered other candidates that could fit better to
the required task. “We prefer to use a component we already know than assuming
the risks of using a new one, even when the new component could perform better”
(ES4).
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5.2.2.1 Problems Related to Scenario E1
Reusers recognize that the evaluation and decision process is not performed properly
and it is mainly biased for personal experiences that narrow the exploitation of reuse.
We observed that the reuse of components is mainly seen in the form of fine-grained
or commodity components that do not imply so much risk if they should be replaced.
5.2.3 Scenario E2 – Searching for Information for Evaluating Components
Although the formal documentation of the OSS component obtained from the
Provider was considered important at the technical level, experience either personal
or of others plays a crucial role when evaluating and deciding which component to
use, as stated in Scenario E1.
If the Reuser does not have personal experience with a particular component he
usually consults his personal network (i.e., colleagues) or uses Google to search for
more information. “Another things which we almost always do is to read opinions ...
and examine a bit the experiences other people have.” (ES3). These searches are
usually performed by using the name of the component as a keyword, in order to find
other portals, forums or blogs which can provide more information. The most
valuable information is: experience reports of successful implementations, possible
problems with the use of the component and solutions to these problems. If required,
Reusers may for instance pose questions in forums or on mailing lists as well.
5.2.3.1 Problems Related to Scenario E2
Existing portals are facing serious problems for making information available in a
suitable way [6]. Some reusers mentioned to be unhappy with the completeness and
quality of the documentation. One developer complained over this quality saying
“There are a lot [of OSS projects] which are not well documented” (NO3).
Improving this documentation could simplify the evaluation of the components.
“What would have made it [OSS selection] a lot easier was if more of those offering
OSS libraries put a bit more work into the documentation because this is often
insufficient” (NO1). However, others mentioned to be quite happy with the
documentation of other components. “We have been using Hybernate for a long time
and we are quite happy with the extensive documentation and community support we
have” (ES3). Assessing the interviewees answers and the characteristics of their
projects we realized that the level of maturity of the community where the
component come from, seem to have a significant impact on the quality of the
documentation. Mature communities tend to provide better documentation.
The general perception of existing collaborative mechanisms for sharing
knowledge as forums and wikis was really appreciated, but reusers mentioned to
have problems with dealing with the subjective nature of opinions and unstructured
information. “There are a lot of subjective meanings out there” (NO1). Indeed,
existing portals do not offer advanced features that could help reasoning about and
structuring scattered and subjective information. Furthermore, personalization
features are also rare, and as basic as configuration of the appearance, payment
personalization and RSS advertisement.
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Discussion of Results

Although the benefits of having OSS components available are well-known, their
successful reuse implies many challenges. Based on the empirical observations from
the studies presented in the previous sections, we discuss the main issues that should
be faced to improve OSS components selection.
• The rapid changes and growing nature of the OSS marketplace. New
components and technologies are continuously offered, but also new and
improved versions of existing components are frequently released. One
straightforward example of the difficulty to deal with the changing nature of the
marketplace can be seen in the evolution of mail servers products, which at
present could al-so provide instant messaging or even video-conferencing
facilities. So, to effectively classify components in order that they can be easily
found by reusers is not trivial [2]. In this context, existing resources for enabling
finding of components are facing some problems. Although industrial reusers do
not really bother about searching, they are aware that the narrow character of
their current searching processes and the influence of previous experiences
hamper the fully exploitation of OSS reuse.
• The lack of standards for describing OSS and huge of information diversity. The
lack of standards for describing OSS and the huge amounts of diverse, partial and
subjective information about components makes it tough for reusers: first, to trust
on the information and second, to perform and informed evaluation and decision.
This contributes to the fact that decisions are mostly based on experience and
limited knowledge of available components. Hence, the need for decision support
mechanisms has been recognized [19]. Several research proposals recognize this
problem and have proposed solutions that range from developing a general
ontology [6, 23], to the use of semantic web technologies [1] and description
logics. However, the real applicability of most of these proposals have resulted
scarce [15, 19]. At this respect, personalization and recommendation
functionality in portals are perceived as desirable by industrial reusers (e.g. users
that selected this component also selected this…) as this could help them to get
relevant information.
• The influence of Experience on the selection process. As our results confirm,
experience either personal or of others play a critical role on the selection of OSS
components. Although, the OSS spirit encourages the free and collaborative
production and sharing of knowledge, there is a demanding need to effectively
deal with the inherent subjectivity of the information. Reputation mechanisms as
used in other business domains as ebay.com could be really valuable to deal with
the subjectivity of diverse opinions.
Table 2 summarizes and relates the identified practical problems of Reusers when
selecting OSS components and the challenges related to the elements of the
marketplace.
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Evaluation &
Decision

Searching

Table 2. Summary of Reuser Problems and Associated Challenge
Marketplace
Reuser Problem
Challenge
Element

7

Difficulty to navigate
through diversity of
portals

Search
Mechanism

Advanced
engines.

Difficulty to find
Components

Intermediary

More flexible classification schemas able
to efficiently represent and deal with
volatility and growing size of the
marketplace.

Poor documentation
quality

Provider

To improve components documentation

Provider

More sophisticated knowledge portals
with decision-making support

All

Need
of
integral
efforts
for
improvements based on Reusers needs.

Difficulty to find
relevant information
and deal with its
subjectivity

and

configurable

search

Threads of Validity

The results presented here are preliminary and we are about to conduct further
studies, including more interviews to verify our results and get more observations.
The companies in this study were selected by convenience and we had only
limited control over the selection of the projects. However, the results presented here
come from companies in several domains and of different size. The projects are also
of different size and types, and the interviewees have different back-grounds, see
Table 1. One limitation is that most interviewed companies were developing web
applications. The web applications domain is normally not represented by critical
systems and, it is a domain in which there are plenty of OSS components. Both facts
have an impact on how components are selected. We could expect somewhat
different results in critical systems and in domains where OSS components are rare.
Furthermore, the interview guide used was prepared based on previous experience
with similar studies [10, 13, 15] and it was pretested both in Spain and in Norway.
To make answering as easy as possible for the interviewees, the inter-views were
performed in their respective native tongues. Two members of the re-search team are
native Spanish speakers and two are native Norwegian speakers, one of which also
speaks Spanish. To avoid misunderstandings and to simplify the analysis and
discussions of the interviews, we taped, transcribed and translated the interviews to
English as all authors speak English.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The study and the results presented in this paper are discussed from the perspective
of industrial reusers of OSS components with a particular focus on their needs when
performing OSS selection. The systematic software reuse theory is used as a
background for the discussions of the needs. Traditional view of reuse as a
centralized reuse databases is challenged by the Internet as a massive marketplace
for OSS components.
The relevance of this study is twofold: First, it may serve as a solid basis for
understanding the real needs of OSS industrial reusers when selecting components,
and therefore to properly address research and industrial efforts from several arenas.
Second, the challenges identified here could help to the OSS market-place elements
to contribute to maturing the marketplace. A more mature marketplace would allow
reusers to fully exploit the benefits of OSS components and thereby contribute to
increasing the adoption of OSS in the industry.
As future work, our goal is to further explore the industrial OSS selection by
performing more interviews in both Norway and Spain. We expect to collect data
that could help to describe how reusers and to understand how reusers can maximize
the benefit of the OSS marketplace.
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